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Abstract
We study the intervalley scattering in defected graphene by low-temperature transport measure-
ments. The scattering rate is strongly suppressed when defects are charged. This finding highlights
“screening” of the short-range part of a potential by the long-range part. Experiments on calcium-
adsorbed graphene confirm the role of a long-range Coulomb potential. This effect is applicable to
other multivalley systems, provided that the charge state of a defect can be electrically tuned. Our
result provides a means to electrically control valley relaxation and has important implications in
valley dynamics in valleytronic materials.
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The emerging so called valleytronics has attracted enormous interest [1, 2]. In analogy to
spintronics, where the spin degree of freedom is utilized to encode information, valleytronics
exploits the valley degree of freedom. Obviously, valley polarization is the prerequisite for
functioning of valleytronic devices. Early studies in graphene have proposed methods for
producing polarization, such as edge engineering [1] and breaking the inversion symmetry [3],
whereas there was little experimental progress. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)
have particularly intensified the study of valleytronics, because their valley polarization can
be readily achieved by optical pumping [4, 5]. Very recently, valley polarization in graphene
has also been experimentally demonstrated [6–8]. In light of all this progress, it becomes
increasingly desirable to understand valley dynamics. Valley relaxation takes place via
intervalley scattering. Because of the large separation between valleys in the momentum
space, short-range potentials are much more effective in generating intervalley scattering.
Reducing intervalley scattering by short-range potentials is one of the main approaches in
enhancement of the valley coherence time [9].
In practical materials, long-range Coulomb potentials are almost always present, in ad-
dition to short-range potentials. Previous studies in graphene have considered the case in
which two types of potential originate from different sources and independently contribute
to scattering [10–15]. However, a potential sometimes consists of both a long-range part
and a short-range part. Study on the interplay of these two has been missing so far. In
this Rapid Communication, we study the effect of the long-range potential on short-range
scattering, e.g., intervalley scattering. We choose graphene as an example material for two
reasons. First, it is well established in graphene that the intervalley scattering time can be
extracted from weak-localization magnetoresistance [16–18]. Second, because defects lead
to resonant states at the Dirac point [19, 20], the charge state, hence the Coulomb potential,
can be turned on and off simply by tuning the gate voltage [21]. This provides a substantial
advantage in studying the influence of the Coulomb potential. The main result is that when
defects are charged, intervalley scattering is strongly suppressed. The effect is rather gen-
eral and expected in other materials as well. It is particularly important in two-dimensional
materials in which Coulomb interaction is strongly enhanced. Our study offers a perspective
on intervalley scattering in valleytronic materials.
Graphene flakes were exfoliated from Kish graphite onto 285-nm SiO2/Si substrates. To
obtain an ultra-clean surface, a shadow mask method was used to fabricate graphene devices.
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Electrodes were made of 5 nm Pd/ 80 nm Au by e-beam deposition. Point defects were
created by bombardment with low-density Ar+ in a standard reactive-ion etching system
[22]. The density of point defects was estimated by Raman spectroscopy. Calcium deposition
onto graphene was carried out by in situ thermal deposition in an ultralow-temperature
transport measurement apparatus. In order to suppress adatom diffusion and clustering on
graphene, the sample temperature throughout deposition and measurements was maintained
below 10 K, which is much less than the diffusion barrier for calcium on graphene [23]. The
samples are expected in ultra high vacuum owing to the strong cryopumping effect. After
the samples were cooled down to helium temperature, current annealing (current density
was 0.2 mA/µm) was performed to remove possible gas adsorption. Electrical measurements
were performed by a standard low-frequency lock-in technique. Raman measurements were
performed, immediately after transport measurements, on a Renishaw InVia micro-Raman
system with 514 nm laser excitation.
The Raman spectrum of a defected graphene sample (by Ar ion bombardment) is shown
in Fig. 1(a). Besides the characteristic G and 2D peaks, the spectrum consists of a D peak at
about 1350 cm−1, which is a signature of point defects. The defect density can be estimated
according to an empirical formula developed by Lucchese et al. [24]:
C(λ)
L2D
=
ID
IG
, with C(λ = 514nm) ∼ 107nm2 (1)
where ID (IG) is the intensity of the D (G) peak, and LD is the average distance between two
defects. LD turns out to be ∼ 23 nm. It corresponds to a defect concentration of 1.9× 10
11
cm−2.
We now turn to the gate voltage dependence of conductivity of defected graphene. For
typical pristine graphene, the dependence displays a slight asymmetry with respect to the
Dirac point, which is usually ascribed to the difference between scattering off an attractive
potential and off a repulsive one [25]. However, in defected graphene, a strong asymmetry
appears [see Fig. 1(b)]. The slope on the hole side (negative gate voltage) is substantially
larger than that on the electron side (positive gate voltage). The field effect mobilities for
hole and electron are 1650 cm2/V·s (µh) and 738 cm
2/V·s (µe), respectively. The resultant
ratio is µe/µh ∼ 0.45, appreciably smaller than that of typical pristine graphene and potas-
sium doped graphene [26]. Furthermore, the evolution of the conductance is different for
holes and electrons. With increase of the hole density, a steep increase of the conductivity
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with the gate voltage in the vicinity of the Dirac point is followed by a weaker linear depen-
dence at high carrier density. On the contrary, for electrons, the conductivity undergoes a
slow increase and then develops a larger slope. The most striking feature is that the temper-
ature dependence of the conductivity displays distinctive behavior for holes and electrons,
i.e., virtually independent of T for holes, while strongly T dependent for electrons. These
unusual behaviors suggest that scattering mechanism is fundamentally different in the two
regions.
Magnetoconductivity data support different scattering mechanisms in the two regions.
The change of the conductivity with the magnetic field, ∆σ(B) = σ(B)− σ(0), is depicted
in Fig. 2(a). In the hole region, a narrow dip appears around B = 0. However, in the
electron region, it becomes much broader. The dip structure originates from weak local-
ization. It is a direct consequence of intervalley scattering [16]. It is well known that the
interference of electron waves along time-reversal paths gives rise to a quantum correction to
the conductivity. A magnetic field suppresses the correction by randomizing the phases of
interfering waves. In intrinsic graphene, the inference is destructive because of a Berry phase
of pi. As a result, the magnetoconductivity is negative, i.e., weak antilocalization(WAL). In
the presence of intervalley scattering, the magnetoconductivity in low fields turns positive,
i.e.,weak localization (WL). The width of the WL dip is directly related to the strength of
intervalley scattering. Roughly, the width ∆B is inversely proportional to the intervalley
scattering time τi, ∆B ≈ h¯/2eDτi. Here, e is the elementary charge, h¯ the reduced Planck
constant, and D the diffusion constant. So, the data in Fig. 2(a) clearly show that intervalley
scattering rate 1/τi is much larger on the electron side than on the hole side.
Quantitative estimation of τi can be obtained by fitting the experimental data to an
equation widely used to describe WAL in graphene [16]:
δσ(B) =
e2
pih
[
F
(
Bz
Bφ
)
− F
(
Bz
Bφ + 2Bi
)
− 2F
(
Bz
Bφ +Bi +B∗
)]
F (z) = ln(z) + ψ
(
1
2
+
1
z
)
, Bφ,i,∗ =
h¯
4Deτφ,i,∗
,
(2)
where ψ is the digamma function, τφ the phase coherence time, and τ∗ the intravalley
scattering time. The fitted parameter τi as a function of Vg is plotted in Fig. 2(b). On
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the hole side, τi is about 0.1 ps. After the Fermi level passes the Dirac point towards the
electron side, it suddenly drops to 0.04 ps, which is the lower bound set for fitting. In the
theory of WL, electrons are assumed to be diffusive, i.e. τφ,i,∗ ≫ τ . Here, τ is the mean-free
time, which can be calculated from the conductivity. To satisfy the assumption, 2τ was set
as the lower bound of the fitting parameter τi. The fact that τi reached the bound indicates
dominance of intervalley scattering by defects, which is consistent with the average distance
of 23 nm between defects inferred from the Raman spectrum. The deviation of data from
fitting curves is most likely due to the assumption of Eq. (2) being no longer held, which
implies that the actual τi is less than 2τ . Nevertheless, it is unambiguous that the intervalley
scattering rate 1/τi is strongly suppressed on the hole side.
Intervalley scattering is caused by atomically sharp short-range potentials, such as defects.
However, the defect concentration will apparently not change with Vg. The only plausible
explanation is that a mechanism prevents carriers from “seeing” defects. The electronic
structure of defects in graphene has been theoretically studied [19, 20, 27]. There is a general
consensus that defects introduce resonant states at the Dirac point [28]. The resonance
state has been confirmed experimentally [29]. When the Fermi level passes the Dirac point,
the resonant states will be populated/unpopulated, which corresponds to neutral/charged
states of defects. This gate-controlled charging effect for defects has been demonstrated in
a scanning tunneling microscopy study [21], in which not only a defect resonance state has
been observed, but ionization of a defect by tip induced gating has been realized. A recent
experimental study, combined with theoretical calculations, has also shown that defects are
positively charged [30]. Therefore, on the hole side, where defects are ionized (charged), the
long-range Coulomb potential can deflect carriers and reduce the scattering cross section of
the short-range potential, leading to suppression of intervalley scattering.
The proposed mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3. Impurity resonant states form at the
Dirac point. When the Fermi level is above the Dirac point, impurity states are filled and
defects are neutral. Carriers can approach defects and be scattered by short-range potential.
Significant intervalley scattering leads to strong weak localization, which is temperature de-
pendent. In contrast, when the Fermi level is below the Dirac point, impurity states are
empty and defects are charged. Long-range Coulomb potentials dominate carrier scatter-
ing. Few carriers can penetrate the Coulomb potential and be scattered by the short-range
potential, resulting in suppression of intervalley scattering. Since the short-range potential
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contributes more to momentum relaxation than the long-range one in graphene, the mobility
exhibits substantial asymmetry.
Around the Dirac point, when the gate voltage is swept from positive to negative, defects
go through a transition from a neutral to a charged state. The scattering cross section of
the short-range potential continuously decreases because it is screened by the long-range
Coulomb potential of charged defects. The total scattering cross section is also reduced as
the short-range potential is more effective in scattering carriers than the long-range one,
indicated by the asymmetry of the conductivity. On the other hand, the carrier density
decreases first and then increases after passing the Dirac point. The combination of the two
effects leads to a weak gate dependence of conductivity on the right side of the Dirac point,
while to a strong increase of conductivity on the left side, which is in excellent agreement
with the experimentally observed evolution of the conductivity near the Dirac point.
To further confirm the suppression of intervalley scattering by Coulomb potential, trans-
port experiments were performed on calcium-doped graphene. According to previous theo-
retical calculations, Ca adatoms form ionic bonds to graphene and are only ∼ 2.3 A˚ away
from the graphene sheet [31]. The charge transfer per Ca adatom is predicted to be 0.78e[31].
So, the potential should have both a short-range part and a long-range part, just like a
charged defect. This should hold even if the actual bond length may deviate from the 2.3
A˚, as it only yields variation of the strength of the short-range part. The transport data are
shown in Fig. 4. Upon Ca deposition, the Dirac point shifts towards the negative gate volt-
age, suggesting electron doping. Note that Ca adatoms stay in a positively charged state in
the whole range of gate voltage. No apparent temperature dependence was observed, consis-
tent with defected graphene when defects are charged. Mobility decreases due to additional
scattering by adatoms. Interestingly, the weak-localization peak in the magnetoconductivity
became slightly narrower after Ca deposition. Note that the peak should be wider when the
mobility is reduced, even if the intervalley scattering is not changed. So, not only did Ca
adatoms not introduce intervalley scattering, but the intervalley scattering was suppressed.
By fitting data to Eq. (2), we obtained the intervalley scattering time, which indeed in-
creased from 0.36 to about 0.8 ps. Thus, absence of enhancement of intervalley scattering in
Ca-doped graphene corroborates with suppressed intervalley scattering in defected graphene
when defects are charged.
In conclusion, our experiment unambiguously shows that the long-range part of a poten-
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tial can strongly reduce the transport cross section of the short-range part. In a multivalley
system, this means suppression of intervalley scattering. Therefore, this effect is particularly
relevant in materials promising for valleytronics, such as graphene and TMDs. Furthermore,
we would like to point out that it also provides important insight into another topic in which
adatoms have been proposed to engineer the properties of graphene, such as spin-orbit cou-
pling [32–36] and magnetism [37–40]. Despite many theoretical proposals, transport studies
have shown that Au, Mg and In adatoms on graphene generate only long-range Coulomb
impurity scattering, while neither spin-orbit scattering nor magnetic scattering has been
introduced [41–44]. Since all these adatoms are charged, our result points to a reasonable
explanation and a hint for possible solutions.
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FIG. 1. (a) Raman spectrum measured after introducing defects by Ar+ bombardment. Pro-
nounced D peak is observed with ID/IG ∼ 0.2, corresponding to a defect concentration of 1.9×10
11
cm−2. (b) Conductivity vs gate voltage at different temperatures. For comparison, the conduc-
tivity of a typical pristine graphene sample at 4.5 K is plotted as a dashed line. Separated data
points at 1 K and 2 K are taken from the magnetoconductivity data at B = 0 and linked by lines
as a guide to the eye.
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FIG. 2. Intervalley scattering in defected graphene. (a) Low-field magnetoconductivity ∆σ of
defected graphene (dots) at various gate voltages at T = 1 K. Data are shifted in y for clarity.
Solid lines are best fits of the experimental data to Eq. (2). Different colors of shading represent
the different charge states of defects (see the text), light pink for the charged state and light green
for the neutral state. (b) Intervalley scattering times obtained by fitting are plotted as a function
of the gate voltage. On the charged side, the error bars represent the uncertainty in the fitting to
Eq. (2), while on the neutral side, they represent the upper bound (2τ ; see the text) and the lower
bound (τ) of τi.
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram for defect scattering. (a) Density of states of defected graphene. (i)
When the Fermi level is in the conduction band (positive gate voltage), defects are neutral, (ii)
while they become charged when the Fermi level is in the valance band (negative gate voltage).
(b) Carriers scattered off a neutral defect and a charged one.
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FIG. 4. Transport experiments of Ca-doped graphene. (a) Conductivity versus gate voltage at
increasing coverage of Ca adatoms. Different colors denote different Ca coverage. (b) The gate
dependence of conductivity for a Ca coverage of 0.24% at temperatures from 1 K to 10 K at steps of
1 K. Inset: Schematic diagram of Ca adatoms on graphene. Ca adatoms are assumed to be at the
hollow site[23, 31]. (c) Low-field magnetoconductivity data (dots) for a Ca coverage of 0.24% at
various gate voltages from -40 to 70 V relative to the Dirac point voltage (T=150 mK). The black
curve is the conductivity before Ca deposition (pristine). Solid lines are best fits of experimental
data to Eq. (2). (d) Intervalley scattering time τi obtained by fitting to Eq. (2) is plotted as a
function of gate voltage. The black dashed line denotes τi of pristine graphene in (c).
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